Perceptual modification of the built environment to influence behaviour associated with physical activity: Quasi-experimental field studies of a stair banister illusion.
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Abstract

**Background.** Re-engineering the built environment to influence behaviours associated with physical activity potentially provides an opportunity to promote healthier lifestyles at a population level. Here we present evidence from two quasi-experimental field studies in which we tested a novel, yet deceptively simple, intervention designed to alter perception of, and walking behaviour associated with, stairs in an urban area. **Objectives.** To examine whether stair banister adjustment has an influence on perceptions of stair steepness or on walking behaviour when approaching the stairs. **Methods.** In Study 1, we asked participants (n=143) to visually estimate the steepness of a set of stairs viewed from the top, when the stair banister was adjusted so that it converged with or diverged from the stairs (±1.91°) or remained neutral (±0°). In Study 2, the walking behaviour of participants (n=36) was filmed as they approached the stairs to descend, unaware that the banister converged, diverged or was neutral. **Results.** In Study 1, participants estimated the stairs to be steeper if the banister diverged from rather than converged with the stairs. The effect was greater when participants were unaware of the adjustment. In Study 2, walking speed was significantly slower when the banister diverged from rather than converged with the stairs. **Conclusions.** These findings encourage us to speculate about the potential to economically re-engineer features of the built environment in order to provide opportunities for action (affordances) that invite physical activity behaviour or even promote safer navigation of the environment.
**Key points.**

Visual perception of the steepness of a staircase was scaled by an easily engineered modification of the stair banister and, as a consequence, walking behaviour was influenced.

Further work is needed to examine the implication that design modifications to scale perception of the everyday built environment can be used to invite positive physical activity choices or safer navigation of the environment.

1. Introduction

A recent Topical Collection published in *Sports Medicine* (2016, Vol. 46) explored “how societies can move beyond the mere provision of information on health benefits of physical activity and exercise towards a more detailed understanding of how to design everyday environments that promote and invite physical activity” (p. 926) [1].

Activities, such as walking and stair climbing, are a function of the ‘walkability’ of the environment [e.g., 2, 3, 4]; however, re-engineering the existing built environment to promote walking or stair climbing is no easy task. Inspired by the ecological dynamics approach underpinning the Topical Collection, we conceived a novel design solution that potentially alters perception of the opportunities for action (affordances) [5] provided by stairs. In doing so, we sought to provide insight into whether it is feasible to nudge interpersonal interactions with the environment towards health-
enhancing behaviours. We tested whether our novel solution, an unassuming, easily engineered, modification of a stair banister, changes visual perception of the steepness of the stairs (Study 1) and walking behaviour associated with using the stairs (Study 2).

The ecological framework [5] of the Topical Collection, and these studies, proposes that perception (of affordances) and action are highly integrated or coupled. Actions are regulated by information that emerges directly from the interaction between a person and the environment [e.g., 6,7,8,9]. Warren [9] famously demonstrated this by varying the riser height of stairs and asking people to judge whether the stairs were climbable. Judgments were a function not of riser height or of leg length, but of intrinsic metrics, the ratio between riser height and leg length.

The tight coupling between perception and action is also evident in demonstrations that perceptual judgments of the environment are scaled by the action capabilities of a person [10,11]. Fatigue, extra weight, hunger, low fitness, poor health or age, even fear, have all been shown to scale visual perception so that estimations of the steepness of hills or stairs is exaggerated [e.g., 12,13,14]. Taylor-Covill and Eves [15], for example, demonstrated that people with a greater desire for high-energy (rapid release) snacks (indicative of inadequate energy resources) visually overestimated the steepness of a set of stairs in a train station more than people who did not. Overestimating the steepness of stairs (or hills) facilitates avoidance of activities, such as (stair) climbing, that may exceed available energy resources or cause unnecessary physical risk [10]. However, an important consequence of avoiding stairs (or hills) is that we sacrifice the potential health benefits that accrue from physical activity associated with climbing them [e.g., 18].

1 For related arguments, see Evolved Navigation Theory [16] and Error Management Theory [17].
The ecological framework provides a platform for modifying how people perceive, and interact with, the built environment. It is clear that the spatial layout of the environment can create illusory effects on perception [19], but no study of which we are aware has examined whether stair perception can be scaled by simple modification of commonplace mechanical constraints associated with the stair environment (e.g., the stair banister). We therefore asked in Study 1 whether altering the angle of the banister (handrail) on a staircase, creates a distortion of linear perspective that increases or decreases the perceived geometric slant of the stairs. We obtained estimations of the steepness of a staircase at a city sports center on separate occasions when the banister converged with or diverged from the stairs, or was normal. Estimations were obtained using a visual-matching method [e.g., 12,13], first when participants were unaware of the intervention and then when they were aware of the intervention. Conscious awareness is a corollary of the way in which visual information is processed by the human perception-action system. For example, the prominent two visual systems hypothesis proposes that vision for perception and vision for action occur in separate neuroanatomical pathways of the brain, the ventral stream and the dorsal stream, respectively [20,21]. Vision for perception generates a detailed representation of the environment, which is necessary for recognition and identification of size, shape, slope and so on, and of which the perceiver is consciously aware. Vision for action, on the other hand, generates rapid, non-conscious visual processing of information that guides movements. Consequently, we were interested not only in whether participants would be aware of the relatively small changes in banister angle that we introduced (±1.91°), but also in whether awareness would moderate estimations of the slant of the stairs.
We expected that lowering the banister at the bottom of the stairs would cause the parallel lines of the stairs and banister to converge when viewed from the top, which would make the stairs appear to be shallower than they were. We expected that raising the banister at the bottom of the stairs would cause the lines to diverge when viewed from the top, which would make the stairs appear to be steeper than they were.

2. Study 1

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Design and Sample. In a quasi-experimental field study authorized by the university ethics committee, 143 passersby who approached a set of stairs at a local sports center were invited to estimate the slant of the stairs after providing informed consent and before descending. The banister (as viewed from the top) either converged with or diverged from the stairs, or remained neutral (n_converged = 49, n_diverged = 42, n_neutral = 52; 32 female, 111 male; aged 15 to 58 years, mean age 23.01 ± 7.35).²

2.1.2 Measures. The estimation task (visual-matching) required participants to rotate a plastic disk until a line on the disk subtended the horizontal plane at an angle that matched what they believed to be the exact slant of the stairs (see Figure 1). A protractor was attached to the back of the disk so that the experimenter could record the estimated angle. No feedback regarding estimation accuracy was provided.

Figure 1 here

² Order of banister adjustment was not counterbalanced, but there is no reason to believe that the day of the week upon which adjustments occurred (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday) influenced sampling or responses. Participants who had completed an estimate on a previous day were not tested.
2.1.3 Intervention. We adjusted a single rail stair banister (black metal) attached securely to the left side of a staircase that was 219cm wide (12 stairs; decline 26.5°; riser height 140mm; tread depth 300mm). The banister was 300cm in length and ended at the second bottom step. When positioned conventionally (neutral), the banister was elevated 100cm above the stairs and anchored by a leg at the top and the bottom of the staircase. The gradual elevation of the banister was increased or decreased by 10% (±1.91°) by lengthening or shortening the leg at the bottom of the staircase.

2.1.4 Procedure. Participants were asked to make two estimations of the downward slant of the stairs (see 2.1.2) when standing two paces back from the leading edge of the top step. For both estimations, they were instructed to “rotate the disk until the line represents your exact view of the steepness of the stairs”. After the first estimation (unaware condition), a manipulation check was conducted to determine whether participants were aware of the banister adjustment. They faced away from the staircase and were asked to “indicate which of the eight side-elevations [presented on an A4 sheet of white paper] most accurately represents the existing relationship between the stairs and the banister” (see Figure 2). The banister converged (-5%, -10%, -15%) or diverged (+20%, +15%, +10%, +5%) in each side-elevation or was neutral (0%). Following the manipulation check, participants were informed that the aim of the study was to examine the role of stair banister angle on visual perception of stairs (they were not informed of which banister condition they were in). A second estimation was then completed (aware condition).^3

---

^3 In order to avoid drawing the attention of participants to the banister-stairs relationship, participants had to complete the unaware condition first, so it was not possible to counterbalance aware/unaware conditions.
3. Results

3.1 Manipulation check. Participants in the converging, diverging and neutral banister conditions identified side-elevations with mean banister elevation of -1.84±1.37%, -1.07±1.54% and -0.29±1.51%, respectively. One-way analysis of variance, controlling for age and sex, revealed that the means were not significantly different, \( p = 0.787 \), and one sample t-tests showed that they did not differ significantly from 0% elevation (neutral), all \( p \)’s > 0.05. The findings from the manipulation check show that on average participants identified the side-elevation that represented a neutral (parallel) relationship between the banister and stairs. This implies that during the first estimation, participants in the converging and diverging banister conditions were unaware of the adjustment.

3.2 Visual-matching estimations. Two-way analysis of covariance (banister x awareness) with repeated measures on the latter condition, controlling for age and sex (see Footnote 4), showed that although estimations appeared to be more accurate when participants were aware that the banister had been modified (see Figure 3), the effect was not significant, \( p = 0.893 \). An interaction between banister condition and awareness was not evident, \( p = 0.530 \); however, there was a main effect of banister condition, \( F_{2,138} = 4.013, p = 0.020, \eta^2_p = 0.055 \). Bonferroni adjusted follow-up tests revealed that estimations were greater when the banister diverged from the stairs compared to when the banister converged with the stairs, \( p = 0.017 \), regardless of whether participants were aware or unaware of the banister manipulation. No other differences were evident, \( p \)’s > 0.05.

---

4 Both age and sex have been shown to influence perceptions of stairs/hills [e.g.,12,13,15,18].
One sample t-tests, using the actual angle of the stairs (26.5°) as the test value, showed that the angle of the stairs was overestimated in all banister conditions, \( p^\prime \text{'s} < 0.001. \)

*Figure 3 here*

4. Discussion

Consistent with our expectations, when participants visually estimated the slant of the stairs from the top they perceived them to be significantly steeper if the banister diverged from rather than converged with the stairs. The effect remained when participants were informed of our interest in the role of stair banister angle on perception of stair steepness.

An important question, however, is whether there is an effect of banister adjustment not only on perception of the stairs but also on behaviours associated with use of the stairs. From an ecological dynamics perspective, using an illusion to alter perceived opportunities for action afforded by the stairs may influence actions on the stairs; however, the two-visual systems hypothesis [20,21] suggests that vision for perception not vision for action is affected by illusions [22]. Nevertheless, there is evidence that seems to suggest visual illusions not only modify perception of the stimulus that is acted upon, but also cause positive changes in actions associated with that stimulus [23,24,25,26,27]. In golf, for instance, participants who perceived a golf hole as larger when it was surrounded with small circles as opposed to large circles (the Ebbinghaus illusion) also putted more accurately to the hole [23,25,26,27].

Consequently, having shown that adjusting the angle of a banister influences perceptions of the stairs environment (i.e., slant), we asked in Study 2 whether this
has an influence on walking behaviour.

5. Study 2

5.1 Method

In a second field study authorized by the university ethics committee and for which informed consent was obtained from all participants, 36 students studying for a degree in exercise and health descended the same stairs as in Study 1 on three different occasions on the same day. The students were informed that they were taking part in a study of decision-making in sport (a cover story). Two Casio EX-FH100 64 Hz digital cameras were hidden beside the staircase to surreptitiously record the walking behavior (mean step length, final step length prior to descent, speed) of participants during the final three steps before descending the stairs. Kinovea video analysis freeware was used to calculate the distance between toe-off for one foot to toe-off for the other foot (one step). Speed was calculated by the distance covered during the three steps divided by time. Video data for 3 participants was lost due to equipment malfunction, so analysis of the walking behavior of participants included 10 females and 23 males (mean age 19.79±0.89 years; age range 18-21 years; mean height 170.99±7.61 cm). After participants descended the stairs to participate in the decision-making study, they returned to the top of the stairs via a shallow path that detoured away from the staircase (~200m). During each descent (N = 3), the banister either converged with or diverged from the stairs by 10% (±1.91°), or remained neutral (±0%), as in Study 1. Order of banister condition was counterbalanced and the banister was adjusted without participants’ knowledge.5

---

5 During debriefing, no student indicated awareness that the banister had been adjusted.
As a manipulation check, participants were asked to estimate the slant of the stairs \((idem\ Study\ 1)\) at the end of the study. Estimations were therefore based upon the final (counterbalanced) banister condition in which they participated.

6. Results

6.1 Manipulation check of visual-matching estimations. Mean estimation angles in the converging, diverging and neutral banister conditions were 30.81±8.75º, 39.82±11.16º and 39.20±11.08º, respectively. One-way analysis of variance, controlling for age and sex, revealed that the means were statistically different, \(F_{2,32} = 3.947, p = 0.031, \eta^p = 0.226\). Consistent with Study 1, Bonferroni adjusted follow-up tests showed that participants who viewed the stairs when the banister diverged displayed significantly higher estimations of slant than participants who viewed the stairs when the banister converged, \(p < 0.033\). No other differences were evident, \(p's > 0.05\). Again, one sample t-tests showed that the angle of the stairs (26.5º) was overestimated in all banister conditions, \(p's < 0.05\) (one-tailed).

6.2 Walking speed. Mean walking speeds during the three steps prior to descending the stairs in the converging, diverging and neutral banister conditions were 1.38±0.19 m/s, 1.23±0.24 m/s and 1.35±0.22 m/s, respectively. One-way analysis of variance with repeated measures revealed that the walking speeds differed significantly, \(F_{2,64} = 4.490, p = 0.015, \eta^p = 0.123\). Bonferroni adjusted follow-up tests revealed that mean walking speed was slower when the banister diverged than when it converged, \(p = 0.012\). No other differences were evident, \(p's > 0.05\).

6.3 Mean step length and mean final step length prior to descent. Mean step length during the three steps prior to descending the stairs in the converging, diverging and

---

6 Estimation data for one participant was unavailable, so the sample therefore included 10 females and 22 males.
neutral banister conditions were 0.65±0.08 m, 0.66±0.08 m and 0.63±0.09 m, respectively. No differences were evident between the banister conditions (p > 0.05). Mean final step length prior to descending the stairs in the converging, diverging and neutral banister conditions were 0.60±0.15 m, 0.60±0.14 m and 0.57±0.16, respectively. No differences were evident between the banister conditions (p > 0.05).

7. General Discussion

When viewed from the top, stairs upon which the banister diverged were perceived as steeper compared to stairs upon which the banister converged (Study 1 & 2). Misalignment of the banister (a single rail) may have distorted perception of the geometric slope of the staircase by creating converging or diverging lines of perspective [28], as in geometrical-optical illusions like the Poggendorff, Hering, Ponzo and Zöllner illusions [e.g., 29, 30].

Eves et al. [18] described stairs as man-made hills that represent relatively steep slopes in the built environment (~20° to 30°) and suggested that overestimation of their steepness acts as a cue to pedestrians to use less energy demanding forms of transportation (e.g., escalators/lifts) that are available at the point of choice. In our studies, participants had no option to use an escalator or lift, so further studies are needed to test whether adjustment of the banister influences point of choice decisions. It is possible that a banister that converges towards the bottom of the stairs, and thus diverges towards the top, will moderate overestimations of stair steepness by pedestrians approaching from the bottom. Presumably, stairs that appear less steep are perceived as less energy demanding forms of transportation, which might shift point of choice decisions away from escalators or lifts. That is, re-engineering staircases may lead to the emergence of positive physical activity behaviors.
Participants walked more slowly if they approached the stairs when the banister diverged rather than converged (Study 2), suggesting that perceptions of steepness moderated walking speed. This finding is consistent with the suggestion that people walk more slowly during the final two anticipatory strides preceding transition to stair descent if they are concerned about the apparent steepness of the stairs [31]. Altered behavior by a person approaching the stairs does not necessarily imply that actions on the stairs will also be influenced by the illusion. The planning-control model of perception and action [32] argues that illusions influence the planning of actions but not online control of the actions; errors caused by the illusion can therefore be corrected as the action unfolds. Consequently, it is possible that the diverging banister influenced approach behavior but not stepping behavior.

Other empirical work provides a reason to believe that the bannister illusion may influence action on the stairs. Vertical black and white bars superimposed on the riser of a single step not only caused participants to overestimate the height of the step, but also to significantly increase toe elevation when mounting the step [33, see also 34]. We find this particularly thought provoking when considering that people who are concerned about falling [35], or who have movement disorders [e.g., 36,37], generally demonstrate a greater propensity to consciously control their movements [see the theory of reinvestment, 38]. Gonzalez et al. [39] demonstrated that high conscious movements are more susceptible to modification by illusions than low conscious movements. Consequently, stepping parameters of people afraid of falling (often older adults), or of people with movement problems, even those who are overweight, may be more easily influenced by the banister illusion.

7 Participants indicated the size of the aperture created by a Ponzo illusion with the thumb and index finger (automated, low conscious) or with the thumb and ring finger (awkward, high conscious).
Stepping parameters, such as, minimal clearance between the foot and stair edge, are implicated in falls on stairs [e.g., 40,41], but unfortunately our covert filming of participants’ stair descent did not allow reliable analysis of stepping parameters. Further work is therefore needed to test whether the banister illusion positively (or negatively) moderates stepping parameters during descent (or ascent) of stairs.

Taken together, the findings from Study 1 and Study 2 suggest that subtly adjusting cues in the built environment has potential to moderate (or exacerbate) perceptions of geometric slant, which then influences walking behaviour. We therefore believe that our novel design solution has potential to alter the opportunities for action (affordances) [5] provided by stairs, and thus to nudge interactions with the environment towards health-enhancing behaviours [1].

Further work needs to examine the impact of the banister illusion in different populations and community groups, including older adults, children, overweight people and those who have movement problems. Such knowledge may be invaluable for planners of retirement communities or children’s playgrounds, for example, who need to design everyday environments that both promote physical safety and invite physical activity – all in a cost-efficient way.
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Figure legends

Figure 1. Apparatus used by participant to estimate the slant of the stairs (visual-matching).

Figure 2. Participants were asked to face away from the staircase and to indicate the image that most accurately represented the stairs and banister. Image order was randomized (this panel: A, +10%; B, +5%; C, -15%; D, -5%; E, +20%; F, 0%; G, -10%; H, +15%).

Figure 3. Mean and S.E. of visual-match estimations of slant angle, viewed from the top of the staircase when participants were aware or unaware that the banister diverged from or converged with the stairs by 10%, or was unadjusted (neutral). Dashed line indicates actual slant of the staircase (26.5°).